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§1. Introduction

§1.1. This article aims at achieving a partial reconstruction of the way the Puzriš-Dagan administrative system functioned. The site of modern-day Drehem included an archival repository that reflected the organization of the Ur III state. That repository had a precise and determined function that, however, shifted over time. From a small settlement concerned with the needs of Šulgi-simtī, the site of Drehem later encompassed the business of the state that dealt with the distribution and management of livestock. Moreover, it merged, into a physically coherent space, state businesses that were actually unrelated: the management of livestock; the management of precious metals (Michalowski 1978, Sigrist 1979); and footwear production (Goetze 1955, Steinkeller 1983, Wilcke 1992; and more recently Paoletti 2012).

§1.2. Puzriš-Dagan’s archival function as a livestock depository was intricately linked to the diplomacy of the Ur III court and goes beyond the everyday cultic and/or subsistence needs of the Ur III state (Sallaberger 2004, Sharlach 2005). As Sallaberger (1993; 1999: 238-73) has noted, and as has been repeated by Michalowski (2006), Puzriš-Dagan archives not only functioned as tax-control offices but were mostly associated with recording royal gifts for several high functionaries of the state. This is manifested, among other things, by the people who sealed the tablets being members of the central agency, and by the transactions these sealed tablets documented. People who rolled their seals on Puzriš-Dagan tablets include the ‘chief lamentation’ specialist (gala-ma), the aga-us, who, according to Allred (2006: 3), “served as guards and attendants to various high officials, and engaged in activities such as running messages, policing, and so on, at the wish of their superior,” the sukkal-ma, the chief administrator of tributary regions surrounding the Ur III state, the cup-bearer, the sagi-gal, chief administrators (šabra), military generals, provincial governors,

1 This article is a synopsis of a part of my PhD thesis devoted to the administrative practices at Drehem (Tsouparopoulou 2008b). I would like to thank N. Postgate, R. Englund and B. Lafont for their very useful comments on previous drafts. Abbreviations follow those of CDLI, and dates of the administrative documents are entered as: “King.Year.Month.Day”. All dates are given in Arabic numerals.

2 The modern-day term Drehem is only used in this article to denote the physical whereabouts of the archives of Puzriš-Dagan. For more information on the site of Drehem, see Hilgert 1998; Sigrist 1992 and now Tsouparopoulou (a) with references to secondary literature.

3 One such chief lamentation specialist was Namhāni; the seal of his son, Lugal-melam, was impressed on a Puzriš-Dagan tablet (Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 210); for the title gala-ma see Michalowski 2006 and Cooper 2006.

4 See for example Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. nos. 227, 323, 475.

5 See for example the seals in Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. nos. 320 & 425.

6 For SILA₂ŠUDU₅ (sagi), the cup-bearer, a very high cultic functionary, see Sallaberger 1999: 186 and the seal of Belī-arik in Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 53, governor of Susa, where this title is used in conjunction with the title of governor (de Graef 2005: 54-55).

7 See, for example, the seal in Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 381.

8 For example, the seals in Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. nos. 74 & 147.

9 See, for example, the seals in Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 41, 48c & 379.

10 For example, the governor of Simurrum (Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 334), the governor of Umma (Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 341).
and several servants of these individuals.11

§1.3. Moreover, tablets dealing with the obligations and the ‘rights’ of foreign envoys, foreign rulers and governors are the most common.12 Puzriš-Dagan tablets provide information on diplomatic marriages, provisions of livestock for some army corps,13 and provisions for the cult of foreign deities that were not in the ‘core’ of the Ur III state. The diplomatic significance of Puzriš-Dagan explains the tight control by the central government. This link to diplomacy is more evident during the reign of Amar-Suen and, even though during the reign of Šu-Suen, Puzriš-Dagan’s function seemed to shift from diplomacy to the provisioning of cult operations (Hilgert 2003; Allred 2006), Puzriš-Dagan’s significance for the diplomatic relations of the kings is still obvious.

§1.4. One of the most important pieces of evidence for the linkage of Puzriš-Dagan with diplomacy is the appointment of Naram-ili, Lugal-itida and, most importantly, Babati as directors of Puzriš-Dagan’s business. Babati was the brother of queen Abi-Simti and thus like her a ‘foreigner’ (Whiting 1976; Walker 1983; Michalowski 2005). Already in the reign of Amar-Suen, Babati had been given the right to control the closing of the accounts of some Puzriš-Dagan officials. This right was consolidated under Šu-Suen, when he was also given a royal gift seal from the king.14

§1.5. In the following, the administrative structure of the livestock enterprise that has been documented in over 13,500 tablets will be considered. The paper further discusses the theoretical and methodological background for the division of administrative units within Puzriš-Dagan, and provides some background to the key terminology used on the tablets. Finally, it discusses Puzriš-Dagan’s function as an archival repository rather than a large stockyard.

§2. On Agencies, Offices and Bureaus

§2.1. Terminology and definitions

§2.1.1. The tentative reconstruction of the way Puzriš-Dagan was organized will be based on the method of creating ‘artificial’ archives, as advocated by Yoffee (1982), and following Hilgert (1998, 2003), who differentiated between bureaus according to the official who accepted the delivery and the one who disbursed the animals. Building upon Hilgert’s schema, I will make a distinction between different archives, offices and bureaus. Below one can find the definition of the terms used here.

§2.1.2. The separate administrative units that had nothing to do with the livestock enterprise at Puzriš-Dagan but that were also tentatively located there used separate archives. Archives are the main depository for documents pertaining to the activities of a particular business; they refer to administrative units often related to a particular person. These archives included the treasury archive, the shoe archive, the archive of Naram-ili and the early archive of Šulgi-simti.

§2.1.3. The livestock enterprise is here termed the central livestock ‘agency’, to distinguish it from the other archives also concerned with animals, such as those of Šulgi-simti and Naram-ili. Thus, the term agency refers to an administrative division of the state government that produced tablets dealing with the livestock enterprise. It could be understood as a department of the state government that dealt exclusively with livestock and relevant products (e.g., barley for fattening the animals). Chief officials (in succession Nasa, Abba-saga, Lugal-amar-ku and Intaea) were at the head of this agency, while high functionaries of the state, closely related to the king, oversaw all transactions and were responsible for the final archiving of the tablets, thus acting as the agency’s directors.

§2.1.4. This central agency is divided into smaller subordinate administrative units, each with the responsibility for a specific portion of the agency’s mission. These units will be termed offices, administrative entities whose functions remain constant regardless of the individuals comprising them.

11. For servants of military generals, see the seals in Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. nos. 274, 333 & 372; for servants of governors, see Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. nos. 80, 99, 103, 192, 286 & 329; for servants of people of the royal family, see Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. nos. 14, 93, 124, 273, 305, 316 & 366 and Tsouparopoulou 2008a; for a servant of the sukkal-maḫ, see Tsouparopoulou (a): cat. no. 104.

12. For example, there are many tablets mentioning Nanna, who must have been the same person as the eponymous ancestor of the Old Babylonian Larsa dynasty, attested in PDT 1, 579; TCL 2, 5500; Trouvaille 27; TRU 370; UDT 92 & 97; NYPL 349; etc. This Amorite has been discussed in numerous studies, for instance Fitzgerald 2002: 18-24; Sallaberger 1993: 178, n 836, and 1999: 55; Steinkeller 2004: 37-40; and more recently in Michalowski 2011: 34, 104, 108 & 119-120.

13. For the aga₃-us₂ and the gara₃-du.

14. For more information on this see Tsouparopoulou (b).
§2.1.5. Finally, the individuals who held positions within these offices and were responsible for the functioning of their business drew up tablets to document their actions. These tablets were part of their bureaus. Here I follow in part the classification of bureaus as proposed by Hilgert (1998), who suggested the separation into bureaus based on the person who initiated a transaction (transfer or expenditure), that is, the originating official (characterized by the formulation ki PN-ta). But I also consider the recipients of products as well as the sealers of the transactions when singling out a distinct set of bureaus and offices.

§2.1. The theory
§2.2.1. The reconstruction of offices and bureaus presented here is tentative. It is not to be considered as an accurate depiction of the way in which the Puzriš-Dagan officials would themselves have perceived the organization of their businesses. Unfortunately, the scarce archaeological information on the location of the tablets make it very difficult to check independently any reconstruction of the bureaucratic organization. However, to begin to understand the material properly it is still useful to create ‘artificial’ archives. As Yoffee (1982: 350) has pointed out, “[t]he purpose of creating ‘artificial archives’ (for the convenience of the modern analyst) is to group related kinds of activities, to ascertain the personnel engaged in executing these activities, and thus to bring together disparate elements in order to perceive the larger system that binds them together.”

§2.2.2. The administration at Puzriš-Dagan has been the focus of numerous studies, most notably by Jones & Snyder (1961), Maeda (1989, 1993 and 1994), Sigrist (1992), Hilgert (1998 and 2003), Gomi (1975 and 1980), and Sallaberger (1993 and 1999). Most of these scholars have based their approach on individuals appearing on Puzriš-Dagan tablets. In 1961, Jones and Snyder presented a very useful reconstruction of the administration at Puzriš-Dagan, but their reconstruction was incomplete due to the limited material they had on hand. They made no mention of Lugal-amar-ku, the chief official, nor did they give a clear description of the chief official’s job. More importantly, several links between other officials were missing.

§2.2.3. Maeda (1993) also presented a tentative reconstruction of the central agency, but again with a limited number of tablets at his disposal. He was the first to document the important notion of the mu-ku(DU) deliveries in Puzriš-Dagan and also the first to use the ki-be2 gi5-a accounts in order to provide a scheme for the organization of Puzriš-Dagan. Because his reconstruction was based on individuals, it did not offer a general perspective of Puzriš-Dagan, nor did it present all the possible different functions of the officials working for the central agency. For example, his distinction between receiving and disbursing officials (1993) was incomplete since these two offices could coincide.

§2.2.4. Sigrist (1992) again focused on individual officials. By arranging them in their chronological or alphabetical sequence, he extracted much prosopographic information from the texts. The information one can draw from Sigrist’s studies with regard to prosopography is immense, even though it now needs updating. But in his treatment of the Puzriš-Dagan tablets, he did not attempt to reconstruct the way the administration and bureaucratic practices worked.

§2.2.5. Sallaberger (1993) treated the Puzriš-Dagan material extensively in his research on the cultic calendar, and gave much prosopographic information on the officials working at Puzriš-Dagan. Later, in 1999, he presented a thorough analysis of different archives within Puzriš-Dagan and successfully reconstructed other business presumably taking place at Puzriš-Dagan.

§2.2.6. Hilgert (1998 and 2003) used almost all the available material and, based primarily on the tablets from the Oriental Institute at Chicago, presented one of the most complete pictures of how Puzriš-Dagan must have functioned. The utilization of the archival approach, as advocated by Gelb (1967), enabled him to divide Puzriš-Dagan into certain administrative units termed bureaus, distinguished by the officials who initiated transactions. He presented a ‘central bureau’, in which he placed the chief official along with several other officials that appear very frequently in the Puzriš-Dagan texts, such as Duga and Ur-ku-nuna. He placed the remaining officials into different administrative units that he termed ‘bureaux’. A very important outcome of his work was the analysis of the nature of the nakabtu m organization in Puzriš-Dagan.

§2.2.7. This study relies heavily on the work of the above scholars. I follow closely Jones and Snyder’s approach to Naram-ilī’s status within the Puzriš-Dagan system and, in contrast to Sigrist, I believe that Naram-ilī had a separate

---

15 The originating official (ki PN-ta) in either ba-zi or i5-dab5 transactions.

16 For a general discussion and new interpretation of nakabtu m, see Brunke 2008.
archive from the central agency, whose functioning was interlinked with, but distinct from the former. Thus, his archive is not treated here as part of the central agency’s business. Because of his role in the directorship of Puzriš-Dagan, his standing vis-à-vis the Puzriš-Dagan organization is briefly dealt with in another article by the author (b). Maeda’s articles have been used for the shepherds’ office, while Sigrist’s and Sallaberger’s prosopographic information was used extensively for the reconstruction of offices. Lastly, I have followed Hilgert’s practice in the division of the offices into bureaus. I have nonetheless elaborated upon it to include offices and bureaus that are not self-evident from his approach, such as the office for dead animals which does not seem to disburse any animals whatsoever. I have also benefitted greatly from his categorization related to the nakabtum organization and used it in order to show that the nakabtum can be seen throughout Amar-Suen’s reign and well into that of Šu-Suen, albeit with substitutions of officials. Most changes in the officialdom took place during the three-year period Amar-Suen 5-8, apparently a most troublesome time for this king.

§2.2.8. This article attempts to unify and develop those earlier investigations and to present a coherent picture of the way Puzriš-Dagan’s central agency functioned. It is argued that sealing and archival practice present Puzriš-Dagan as an administrative center whose officials, most of whom held the title scribe, were responsible for collecting the tablets that documented the management of livestock, but were not themselves physically associated with the collection or distribution of the animals. The officials stationed at Drehem were indeed scribes, and a small stockyard of animals would have been based at Drehem to provide for the everyday needs of the officials, and very possibly for their diplomatic ‘visitors’ (soldiers, messengers, etc.). Thus, Drehem must have been a proper administrative center, with scribes, clerks and archivists, and not just shepherds and cattle-herders, barely literate enough to record their own transactions. But Drehem must have also housed a palace or at least a royal residence, and we most probably have unearthed most of the operations supervised by its kitchens.

§2.2.9. In contrast to earlier authors, I have not based my approach on the individuals appearing in the Puzriš-Dagan texts. Instead I have grouped individuals into administrative units, or ‘offices’, according to certain characteristic phrases that occur very often in the tablets alongside particular names. Further information regarding the offices was extracted from the sealing practice and the people who functioned as ĝiri₃ (literally “foot,” referring to officials responsible for the conveyance of transacted goods). This approach to the material, which has almost doubled in quantity since the pioneering earlier work, has been facilitated by the online databases of CDLI and BDTNS, that make possible multiple quick searches, using a variety of criteria. In this manner, I have been able to divide the Puzriš-Dagan central agency into four distinct offices: the office of the chief official C, the disbursal office D, the shepherds’ office S and the office for dead animals X. The office for dead animals would not have become evident from categories based simply on the initiators of transactions, since from the documents themselves this office does not seem to have disbursed any animals. But its existence is obvious from categories based on other criteria.

§2.2.10. These four offices had quite different functions and responsibilities. The office of the chief official seems to have been senior to that for the disbursal of animals, but with an ambivalent relationship to the shepherds’ office. At the end of Amar-Suen’s reign Intaea, from the shepherds’ office, rose in rank and took over the position of the chief official during the reign of Šu-Suen. From then on, things changed, for the bulk of the tablets documenting transactions shifts from the officials of the disbursal office to the officials of the shepherds’ office. Moreover, while the cultic functions during the reigns of Šulgi and Amar-Suen seem to have been limited to the disbursal office, during the reign of Šu-Suen and Ibbi-Suen the shepherds’ offices were very much involved with cult activities. The office for dead animals appears to have been headed by high-status officials, such as Ur-niĝar, but its position in relation to the chief official is unclear. However, all these offices were clearly subservient to such high functionaries of the state as Babati, the maternal uncle of Šu-Suen, Naram-ili, Lugal-itida and Šarākum, who occasionally sealed their transactions and most importantly checked the bullae used to seal the sacks where their transaction tablets were stored (Tsouparopoulou (b)).

§2.3. The criteria
§2.3.1. As mentioned already, the present analysis of the Puzriš-Dagan corpus is based on a search for identifiable patterns that permit the classification of individuals into groups. These groups are identified as the offices of the Puzriš-Dagan central agency and are characterized by the occurrence of certain key-words that appear in the Puzriš-Dagan texts. These keywords were chosen for their frequency and their standardized forms. They are identified according to the results of research by many Ur III specialists.
§2.3.2. The first set of keywords concerns particular characterizations of the animals involved in transactions:

1. **ba-ug₇/ºš₂** (dead/slaughtered)
   Two individuals, Ur-niĝar and Šulgi-irīgu, whose periods of office did not coincide, received dead animals designated as ba-ug₇, but they did not regularly deal with all the officials working for the Puzriš-Dagan central agency. There is hardly any explicit reference (as in a ‘šu ba-ti’ [=receipt] document) to them receiving dead animals from Enlila, Ur-ku-nuna, Intaea, Duga or from Nasa and Abba-saga.¹⁷

2. **niga** (grain-fed)
   Certain officials, such as Enlila, Ur-ku-nuna, Duga, Ur-mes and Intaea (for a certain period of time) never had to deal with animals designated as grain-fed or, more commonly, fattened. Apparently only some officials dealt with fattened animals, and others not at all.

3. **kin-gi₄-a** (suitable for extispicy)
   Only some officials, such as Intaea, Duga, Ur-mes, Ur-ku-nuna, Lugal-amar-ku and a Lu-šalim (who often acted as maškim in our archive) dealt with animals designated as kin-gi₄-a.

4. **rare/exotic animals**
   Transactions related to wild, rare exotic animals, including gazelles and bears, were mostly the responsibility of specific individuals, such as Lu-dingira the son of Urdu-Hula, and Sukalli.

5. **A.LUM, gukkal**
   Animals designated as A.LUM (long-fleeced sheep, usually read aslimₓ in the Assyriological literature) and gukkal (fat-tailed) are associated only with certain officials: during the reigns of Šulgi and Amar-Suen, Nalu, Šulgi-ayāgu, Aḫuni, Aḫu-Wer, Šu-Mama, Zubaga; Aḫu-Wer, Enil-zi-ša-gal, Du’udu, Ur-Nanna, Ilmi-Suen, Aba-Enlilgin, and Puzur-Enlil during the reign of Šu-Suen (unless the chief official Intaea disbursed them directly); and Šulgi-ilī, Aba-Enlilgin, Puzur-Enlil and Šulgi-sissa during the reign of Ilbi-Suen.

§2.3.3. The second set of keywords refers to administrative terms:

1. **mu-kux(DU) lugal** (royal delivery)
   Those receiving animals designated as coming from the mu-kux(DU) lugal were Nasa, Abba-saga, Lugāl-amar-ku and later Intaea.¹⁸ Since only these four names occur with this term, they alone were responsible for the receipt of the royal deliveries. They have already been identified as the chief officials at the Puzriš-Dagan central agency who held office at separate times. They transferred animals designated as royal deliveries only to certain officials, such as Aḫuni, Nalu, Šulgi-ayāgu, and more rarely to Enlila, Ur-ku-nuna or Duga. Usually, the latter received animals from the chief officials simply designated as deliveries, not as royal deliveries.

2. **giri₃** (‘conveyor’)
   The giri₃ function appeared very often in transactions of all the officials of the central livestock agency. The official designated as giri₃ was the requisitioner, the one who was present during the documentation of a transaction, and also responsible for it.¹⁹ The distribution of this term shows that certain officials functioned as giri₃ only for the transactions of certain other officials.²⁰ For example, Adda-kala functions as giri₃ only in transactions of Aḫu-Wer, Zubaga and Du’udu, and Nur-Adad figures only in transactions of Duga, Ur-ku-nuna, Intaea, and Enlila. Furthermore, Qurdaya functions as the giri₃ only in transactions of Sukalli and Puzur-Enlil. From the reign of Šu-Suen onwards, the giri₃ officials could hold the titles ša₃-tam and šar₂-ra-ab-DU as well as scribe (dub-sar).²¹

3. **šu la₃-a**
   The term šu la₃-a²² appears only in connection with two officials, Belī-asum and Nanna-maba. The presence of each in relation to this term does not coincide chronologically.

4. **bala** (turn-rotation)
   This term was linked to the collection of taxes in the Ur III state. Similar transactions concerning the bala are documented on tablets from Umma and Girsu. Within the Puzriš-Dagan texts, individuals linked with this term include Kaḫu and Lu-saga. For more information on the bala, see Sharlach 2004, and for the office at Puzriš-Dagan dealing with the animals for the bala see Tsouparopoulou 2008b.

5. **sipa, kurušda, and unu₃**
   The titles sipa, kurušda and unu₃ were held by specific individuals: Ur-ku-nuna, Duga, Enlila, Lugal-melam, Ur-mes, Nasa and Abba-saga, as well as others who are

---

¹⁷ For this note, see also Farber 2007: 52-53.

¹⁸ Naram-ilī also received royal deliveries but he is not considered part of the central agency; rather, he is considered the director of Puzriš-Dagan for a specific period of time.

²⁰ For a table with complete occurrences of giri₃ officials related to specific offices and officials see Tsouparopoulou (a).

²¹ Goetze (1963: 23) translates ša₃-tam as oeconomus.

²² For this term, see especially Sigrist 1992: 116, and Tsouparopoulou 2008b.
designated as "shepherds of dogs," royal shepherds, etc. It is not inconsistent for this title to have been found in connection with Nalu since he used it only before the official establishment of Puzriš-Dagan.

6. nĩg₂-ka₉ (accounts)

Running accounts are found only in relation to fatteners and shepherds (sipa-e-ne): Alamu, Aha-nsu, Zazi, Šu-ili, Lugal-ezem, Aya-dingir, as well as Nasa, Duga, Ur-ku-nuna, Intaea, and Enilila.²⁵

§2.3.4. Collating from the available documents specific kinds of transactions with specific groups of officials concerned shows that most of the Puzriš-Dagan tablets emanated from four main offices: 1) the office of the chief official; 2) the disbursal office; 3) the shepherds’ office; and 4) the office for dead animals.²⁶ Figure 1 illustrates the fact that specific officials were responsible for particular transactions and kinds of animals, based on linking the above specified keywords with specific officials. Although the Puzriš-Dagan tablets do not span the reigns of the four kings equally (the administration in the reign of Amar-Suen is understood the best), the division into these offices can be applied equally well to the reigns of Šulgi, Šu-Suen and Ibbi-Suen, with a few exceptions.

§3. The Central Livestock Agency—a schematic overview

§3.1. How it worked

§3.1.1. The central agency at Puzriš-Dagan was predominantly concerned with the livestock of the empire, with animals being transferred to Drehem from all over the state. They were not normally brought physically to Drehem. Drehem must have functioned not as a repository of animals, but rather as a repository of tablets and documents.²⁷ Animals which are said to have been transferred or brought to Drehem should be envisaged as virtual transactions.

---

²³ For the kennel keepers at Puzriš-Dagan, see Tsouparopoulos 2012.
²⁴ For running (balanced) accounts, see especially Snell 1982, Englund 1990, and more recently Dahl 2010.
²⁶ For the office for the dead animals, see now Tsouparopoulos 2013.
²⁷ See also Sigrist 1992, but compare Farber 2007, who starts her essay on the business at Puzriš-Dagan during Amar-Suen 2 by presenting Drehem as a foul-smelling cattleyard, whose bureaucrats were probably accustomed to the animal smell.
§3.1.2. From the available tablets one can draw an overall picture of how Puzriš-Dagan functioned, in particular about the way the offices interacted with each other and with individuals from outside Puzriš-Dagan (figure 2). Deliveries were brought into Puzriš-Dagan by several individuals of high status, such as governors of cities, royal courtiers, members of the royal family, military generals, etc. (Sallaberger 2004). Products (mainly livestock) came into Puzriš-Dagan both as simple and royal deliveries. Most of the animals delivered to Puzriš-Dagan were part of the tribute from the peripheries—that is, as the gunmada tax (Steinkeller 1987).

§3.1.3. The offices of the chief official (in figure 2 as C), the shepherds’ (S) and the disbursal (D), all received these deliveries. But only the chief official received the royal deliveries (mu-ku₄(DU) lugal). The terminology used for these deliveries was: mu-ku₄(DU) ki PN-ta C, D, and/or S i₃-dab₅, and mu-ku₄(DU) lugal C i₃-dab₅ (see figure 2).

§3.1.4. After the animals were ‘delivered’ to Puzriš-Dagan, they were either disbursed or lifted out (deducted) directly from the chief official’s account (ki C-ta ba-zi or zi-ga), and the other offices, the disbursal and the shepherds’ (ki D-ta ba-zi or zi-ga and ki S-ta ba-zi or zi-ga), or they were transferred between offices to be disbursed later.

§3.1.5. Usually, the chief official transferred the animals delivered to him to the disbursal office (ki C-ta D i₃-dab₅), for necessary cultic expenditure or for the provision of the royal family, high functionaries of the state, and so on. However, the chief official sometimes sent any surplus animals that were not immediately needed to the shepherds’ office for fattening or pending their final disposition (ki C-ta S i₃-dab₅). The chief official could also transfer the animals directly to high functionaries of the state or to other individuals without issuing a ba-zi or zi-ga, but a simple transfer document instead (ki C-ta PN i₃-dab₅). The disbursal office also transferred surplus animals, earlier received either from the chief official’s office or from deliveries, to the shepherds’ office (ki D-ta S i₃-dab₅).

§3.1.6. If there were not enough animals in the chief official’s office or in the disbursal office to satisfy the needs of receiving agents, the shepherds’ office, that had previously acquired any previously surplus animals, transferred them to the chief official’s office or to the disbursal office as required. Again simple transfer documents were written to indicate such transactions (ki S-ta D i₃-dab₅ and ki S-ta C i₃-dab₅).

§3.1.7. Not only the chief official’s office but also the disbursal and the shepherds’ offices could transfer animals directly to an individual according to the transfer documents that were issued (ki D-ta PN i₃-dab₅ and ki S-ta PN i₃-dab₅). The shepherds’ office especially issued such documents for transfers of animals to fatteners.

§3.1.8. When animals died or were slaughtered, the office for dead animals (X) supervised their acceptance and distribution. These animals went to the kitchen and the dogs, and their hides could be used for leather products (Tsouparopoulou 2013). The only office that seems to have sent dead animals directly to the office for dead animals was the disbursal office. In any such documented
transaction the verb šu ba-ti (‘received’) was used instead of the verb i₃-dab₃ (‘took into administrative control’) (ki D-ta X šu ba-ti). The other offices either disbursed the dead animals automatically, sending them to the kitchen, or the officials of the office for dead animals acted as mâskîm or receiving officials in double-entry expenditure documents of dead animals issued by these offices. This last fact supports my suggestion that the offices of the dead animals, of the chief official and of the shepherds, must have been located close to one other and most probably in Puzriš-Dagan itself (see below).

§3.1.9. The main recipients of the animals were:

- Deities, usually deities associated with nearby Nippur, such as Enlil and Ninlil, Nintinunga etc. It has been claimed that Šulgi established Puzriš-Dagan to serve the cultic needs of Nippur. However, several other deities of Ur and Uruk also figure in the Puzriš-Dagan tablets, such as Gula, Inanna, Ninegal, Ninsun, Nanna at Ur and Inanna, An and Baba at Uruk. The disbursement office was usually responsible for disbursals for the cult, but occasionally officials of the shepherds’ office, mainly during the reign of Šu-Suen, did the same.

- the kitchen (e₂-muhalldim), where they were used as rations for people specified in the texts, such as soldiers (aga-us₂-e-ne₂-še₂), and probably also for the officials working at Puzriš-Dagan.28 Usually, the shepherds’ office was responsible for disbursing animals for the kitchen.

- individuals with elevated status and members of the royal family.

- the e₂-kîšib₃-ba (warehouse) and the e₂-uz-ga.29

- the dogs; already dead animals were given over as food to the dogs. The shepherds’ office was usually associated with disbursals for the dogs.30

§3.2. Main officials

§3.2.1. Here the main officials functioning within the designated offices will be briefly discussed, including reference to their terms of office. For more information on each official, the reader is referred to Tsouparopoulou (2008b) and the secondary bibliography included there.

§3.2.2. The office of the chief official

- Nasa Š.42 - AS.02

- Abba-saga AS.02 - AS.08.01 and AS.08.06 - AS.09.03

- Lugal-amar-ku AS.08.01 - AS.08.05

- Intaea AS.09.04 - IS.02

§3.2.2.1. The Puzriš-Dagan central agency, at least after the year Šulgi 42,31 was headed by one chief official at any given time. The chief official was the only one who could receive deliveries destined for the king (mu-šu₃(DU) lugal),32 and this seems to have differentiated him from the rest of officialdom. The first chief official was Nasa who was succeeded by his son Abba-saga. Interestingly, for a short period another son of Nasa, Lugal-amar-ku, also acted as the chief official, replacing his brother Abba-saga. After Abba-saga, Intaea took over. The latter, however, had no identifiable family members related to the family of Nasa.

§3.2.2.2. The exact nature of the function of the chief official seems to have been somewhat transformed over time, becoming less exclusive. For example, at the beginning of Puzriš-Dagan’s establishment, only the chief official Nasa was responsible for sending out animals to the bureau of Ur-ku-nuna, an official of the shepherds’ office who served at Puzriš-Dagan continuously. When Abba-saga took over his father’s duties as chief official, Ur-ku-nuna, of the shepherds’ office, stopped receiving animals from the chief official’s office but instead received them from another official, Intaea, also of the shepherds’ office. This is particularly noticeable in the three-year period between Amar-Suen 3 and 6. Most scholars think that the strictly centralized authority in Šulgi’s reign continued well into Amar-Suen’s reign,33 but the record shows that such centralization did not immediately persist in the reign of the latter king.

§3.2.2.3. Intaea eventually took over as the chief official from AS.09.07, but his duties were somewhat different from his predecessor’s. Intaea, an official of the shepherds’ office initially, gave more authority to the shepherds’ office, especially to Ur-ku-nuna and Duga. Beyond the sealing of tablets, which seemed now to have become almost obligatory when documenting transactions internally within the offices, new methods of control were introduced in the shepherds’ office, such as the documenta-

28 For this point see also Allred 2006.


30 For the kennel keepers at Puzriš-Dagan as recipients of dead animals for their dogs, see Tsouparopoulou 2012.

31 Before Šulgi 42, the organization at Puzriš-Dagan is not quite clear; see Hilgert 1998 and others.

32 Naram-ilī seems to be the only one apart from the chief officials who had the right to deal with these royal deliveries.

33 See for example Sigrist 1992, where he mentions the case of the ‘subjugation’ of Naram-ilī to Nasa.
tions of the ĝiri₃ officials. During Abba-saga’s tenure the disbursal office, especially the branches related to catering to the cult and the ambassadors, already mentioned ĝiri₃ officials on their tablets. Now with Intaea holding the office of the chief official, this practice was introduced into the shepherds’ office as well.

§3.2.3. The office of the disbursal/transfer of animals

§3.2.3.1. The office for the disbursal/transfer of animals was the most complex. It had over a dozen bureaus and produced most tablets, at least during the reigns of Šulgi and Amar-Suen. The officials there first had to receive deliveries sent by individuals (not royal deliveries) and by the chief official (which could include royal deliveries). Then they either transferred the animals to individuals of the upper echelon or to their representatives, or they could disburse the animals according to where they were needed. A surplus of animals was transferred to another office at Puzriš-Dagan, the shepherds’ office.₃₄

§3.2.3.2. The disbursal office can be divided into smaller administrative units, defined according to the kind of animals they managed as well as the location where the transactions could have taken place. There were branches of this office in other towns, such as Tummal, Ur, Nippur and Uruk. Some uncommon animals were dealt with by the central agency, and the officials dealing with these rare animals have been grouped as the branch for rare and/or exotic animals.₃₅ The different branches of the disbursal office seem to have included sheepfolds and cattleyards, probably in the region of the towns where they were located, as listed above.

• The nakabtum organization

The identification of such a branch arises from the term ša₃ ṅa-ga₃-ba₃-tum, found in many tablets of certain officials. It consisted of two distinct departments. Department A was supervised by Aḫuni, Šulgi-ayagu, Šu-Mama and Zubaga. Department B was supervised by Lu-dingira, the son of Inim-Šara, Aḫu-Wer, and Igi-Enlilše. The two departments were probably located at different places but are thought to have fulfilled exactly the same function.₃₆

• Department A:
  • Aḫuni Š.42 - AS.02.12.12

• Sulgi-ayagu Š.44 - AS.06, but mainly from AS.01
• Šu-Mama AS.06 - AS.08.11
• Zubaga AS.08 - ŠS.01
possible successors to the Department A:
• Ur-Nanna ŠS.03 - ŠS.04
• Du’u-du ŠS.04 - ŠS.06
• Puzur-Enlil ŠS.06 - IS.02

• Department B:
  • Lu-dingira son of Inim-Šara Š.45 - AS.03
  • Aḫu-Wer AS.03 - AS.08 and again from ŠS.02 - ŠS.04, sporadically until ŠS.07
  • Igi-Enlilše AS.08 - ŠS.02
possible successors to the Department B:
• Ilbi-Suen ŠS.03 - ŠS.04
• Šulgi-ilī ŠS.06 - IS.02

• The Tummal branch:
  • Ašniu Š.39 - Š.44
  • Nalu Š.44
  • En-dingirgü Š.45 - AS.09
  • ? Enlil-zi-ša-ĝal ŠS.01 - ŠS.07
  • ? Šulgi-sisa ŠS.08 - IS.01
other officials involved with the Tummal branch:
• Lu-saga in AS.09 and Kurub-ilak in ŠS.02

• The branch at Nippur/Ur

That there was a special branch for Nippur and/or Ur, especially to provide for the needs of the cult in these cities, is almost certain, but its location is unclear, since it could not have been simultaneously in both Nippur and Ur. One official, Nalu, seems to have been the supervisor of this branch, closely concerned with expenditures for both Nippur and Ur. He seems to have had a sheepfold of his own and was performing functions identical to the nakabtum branch/organization. He was one of the most prolific officials of Puzriš-Dagan, working from the beginning until Šu-Suen 5. After this date, he disappears from the record, probably to be succeeded by Aba-Enlilgin.

• Nalu Š.28 - ŠS.05
• Aba-Enlilgin ŠS.06 - IS.02

• The branch associated with the Royal Court

It seems that, during Amar-Suen’s fourth year, certain people holding the title ra₂-gaba (“rider”) were appointed as heads of bureaus related specifically to the royal court. These officials were Turam-Dagan and Uta-ši₃-a-rum, both mainly until Amar-Suen 9, and possibly replaced by Tahši₃-atal thereafter.

• Turam-Dagan AS.04 - AS.07
• Uta-ši₃-a-rum AS.04 - AS.08

₃₄ This seems to be similar in some respects to the so-called office of the “keeping officials” (Maeda 1989).

₃₅ For the first attempts to differentiate between these branches and offices within the Puzriš-Dagan administrative texts, see Maeda 1989, 1993, 1994, as well as Hilgert 1998, 2003, among others.

₃₆ For this see especially Hilgert 2003.
• Tāḫiš-ātal AS.04 - ŠS.06

The branch for rare and/or “exotic” animals

This branch was mostly concerned with rare breeds of animals, but there is no information about where it was located. At the beginning it did not have a specific supervisor. Even so, there was an official, Sukalli, whose name figured more often than others in connection with rare breeds of animals. Slowly, and after Amar-Suen 3, this branch came under the supervision of Lu-dingira, son of Urdu-Ḫula, who remained the responsible official at least until Amar-Suen 9. Then, from Šu-Suen 3 and until Ibbi-Suen 2, Sukalli seems perhaps to have taken back control of this branch.

• Sukalli Š.38 - AS.02.09 and ŠS.03 - IS.02
• Lu-dingira, the son of Urdu-Ḫula Š.43 - AS.09

§3.2.4. The office of the chief official

§3.2.4.1. There are six points that have led me to distinguish this as a special office concerned with the shepherds of Puzriš-Dagan and their representatives to the state.

1. All people associated with this office dealt with specific kinds of animals and specific transactions. For them alone do we have documentation of their running accounts (niĝ2-ka9), and they seem to be the only ones to document deficits (la 2-ia3) or surpluses (diri) of livestock.

2. Titles associated with animal herding such as sipa, kurušda, and unu3, are only found in connection with these officials, the chief officials, and the ‘common’ shepherds.

3. They seem to have been organized in families. Vacant posts passed from father to son, and brothers are also seen working together.

4. They were the only officials who sealed their own transactions and applied their seals on tablets documenting transactions of their peers.

5. Some of the ‘external’ officials who acted as ġiri3 and occasionally sealed their tablets seem to have also functioned as ġiri1 within the chief official’s office.

6. They hardly ever sent dead animals to the office for dead animals, but rather directly to the kitchen. There are very few instances when some passed through the dead animals’ office, especially during the last years of Šu-Suen and the first two years of Ibbi-Suen.

• The shepherds-

The family of Lu-Ningirsu

• Ur-ku-nuna Š.41 - AS.08 and ŠS.03 - IS.02
• Duga AS.04 - IS.02
• Abba-kala ŠS.02 - IS.02
• Intaea AS.03-AS.09

• The family of Enlila

• Enlila, son of Ikalla Š.41 - ŠS.02
• Lugal-melam, son of Enlila, mainly from ŠS.03 until IS.01.12
• Lugal-hegāl, son of Enlila Š.47- AS.07
• Ur-saga, son of Enlila since Š.42
• Ur-šugalama, son of Ur-saga AS.01 - ŠS.07
• Lu-Ningirsu, son of Ur-saga ŠS.07 - IS.01
• Lu-Suen, son of Ur-saga ŠS.08 - IS.02

• The shepherds-

The family of Lana

• Ur-mes
• Ude-niĝ-saga ŠS.05 - IS.02
• A’alaḫu, son of Lana

• Ayad-ingir AS.06-AS.07, ŠS.03-ŠS.03, and ŠS.09 - IS.02
• Zazi AS.08 - IS.02
• Lugal-ezem AS.03 - IS.01
• Aḫa-niṣu AS.06 - ŠS.03

§3.2.5. The office for dead animals

§3.2.5.1. A specific office of the central agency was concerned with the receipt of animals that had died or were slaughtered and that were to be transferred to the kitchen and other destinations. No transfers or disbursements were performed by this office. All our information is based on the tablets that document the receipt of dead animals by two main officials working in this office, Ur-nigār and Šulgi-irīgu on the one hand, and on tablets that document the receipt of carcasses and other slaughter by-products on the other hand. The procedures of the dead animals’ office are reconstructed only from documents recording the officials involved in receiving the dead animals and their by-products.

• Department for dead animals for the kitchen

• Beli-ark š.42 - š.43
• Ur-nīgār š.43 - AS.03
• Šulgi-irīgu AS.03 - IS.02

• Department for hides and carcasses

• Nur-Suen AS.02 - ŠS.03
• Lukalla ŠS.04 - ŠS.09

§3.3. Physical location of the Puzriš-Dagan offices

§3.3.1. Even though the absence of archaeological context for the tablets of Puzriš-Dagan’s central agency seems to eliminate all hope for determining the physical loca-

37 For more information on this office, see Tsouparopoulou 2013.
tion of the offices and branches, some minor details in the texts could provide hints as to the whereabouts of the offices. Based on such hints, I propose to locate the office for disbursal outside Drehem, with branches close to other cities such as Ur, Nippur, Uruk and Tummal, which they accordingly served. However, the offices of the chief official, of the dead animals and of the shepherds must have been in Drehem itself.

The disbursal officials away from Drehem would have had their own sheepfolds and stockyards close to their towns, as can be seen from texts mentioning the sheepfold of Nalu or the sheepfold at Tummal, indicating that these sheepfolds were not in Drehem. There are also texts from the disbursal office referring to newborn animals at several sheepfolds, such as those at nakabtum and Tummal. The practice of documenting the births or deaths of animals suggests that such sheepfolds were owned and controlled by the state.

§3.3.2. The officials of the shepherds’ office must have had their own smaller sheepfolds and corrals close to or even at Drehem, to store stock for consumption when necessary. Most probably, the shepherds’ office passed on the animals they received to the fatteners and to other shepherds who had their corrals close-by. While there are many tablets documenting transfers between shepherds and the officials of the shepherds’ office, there are no tablets documenting transfers between shepherds and fatteners and the officials of the disbursal office. This is probably due to their respective archives having been located elsewhere.

§3.3.3. This suggestion for the geographic separation of the different offices of the central agency is based on the following considerations:

- Almost all the tablets documenting transfers of dead animals to the office for dead animals come from the disbursal office. The chief official’s office and the shepherds’ office sent the dead animals directly to the kitchen. Occasionally, in expenditure (ba-zi) tablets for dead animals stemming from the chief official’s and the shepherds’ offices, the official of the office for dead animals acts as maškim, or is mentioned as the receiving official in double-entry expenditure documents.

- Usually, officials of the shepherds’ office, when disbursing animals for the kitchen and the gara-du or aga-u, stationed at Ur or other places outside Drehem, have a šir official (Duga usually had Nur-Adad). The šir official was perhaps necessary to forward the transaction from the office at Puzriš-Dagan to the recipients elsewhere.

- The only envelopes with transactions from the chief official relate to officials belonging to one of the branches of the disbursal office, some of which concern relatively unimportant transactions. That there are no envelopes for transactions between the shepherds’ office and the chief official’s office could indicate that the tablets were not transported over long distances, if at all.

- The shepherds’ office did not receive already fattened animals. It probably did not have permanent sheepfolds and corrals, but smaller units. There they could store animals temporarily for fattening, or they could send them on to other shepherds or fatteners until they were needed.

§4. Conclusion

§4.1. It appears that the livestock enterprise at Puzriš-Dagan was divided into four main offices, each responsible for particular types of transactions. These were the chief official’s office, the disbursal office, the shepherds’ office and the office for dead animals. Apart from these main offices, there were others within this administrative cadre, such as the office for bala-taxation at Puzriš-Dagan. This new separation of the administrative units is based on quantitative and qualitative research on the scaling and archival practices at Puzriš-Dagan.

It is argued that three of the offices—the chief official’s office, the shepherds’ office and the office for dead animals—were located at Drehem itself, while the disbursal office, with its separate departments and bureaus, may well have been located close to the places it seems to have served. This suggestion is based on a number of factors, including the existence of encased tablets, the nature of

38 For instance, BIN 3, 469 (AS.05.09).
39 For instance, AAIACAB 1/1, Ashm. 1924-553 (AS.03.08).
40 For example, in OIP 121, 58 (AS.01.08.20).
41 For example, in Torino 1, 80 (AS.01.09.06).
42 For the records of births, see especially the discussion by Hilgert (2003).
43 For instance, Nisaba 8, 36 obv. iii 13-15, TCL 2, 5579, and Trouvaille 4.
44 See for example OrSP 47-49, 65, for a transfer of livestock from Abba-saga to Nalu; RO 11, 99, 10, for a transfer of equids from Abba-saga to Šu-Era; NYPL 280 for a transfer of equids from Naram-ilī to Sukalli; PDT 1, 375, for transfer of wool from the nakabtum officials to Šulgi-misar; PDT 1, 381 and 383 for transfers of wool from Šarakam to Šulgi-misar, the latter šir, Nalu; PDT 1, 384, for a disbursal of Ur-šugalama; PDT 1, 500, for a transfer of animals from Abba-saga to Uta-mišaram, etc. For more on the envelopes see Tsouparopoulou (a).
the transactions between these four offices and the sealing and ğiri3 officials who appear in these offices.

§4.2. The four main offices also appear to be hierarchically different. The chief official’s office seems at first to have been in control of the shepherds’ office and the disbursal office, while the office for dead animals does not seem to have been connected to the chief official. Officials of the shepherds’ office were apparently recruited from specific families of ‘shepherds,’ and one official of this office, Intaea, later secured the appointment as chief official, possibly after Amar-Suen’s death. Here, the word ‘possibly’ is most appropriate since it seems that even at the beginning of his term in the shepherds’ office, Intaea had taken over some of the duties of the chief official of that time, Abba-saga. It also seems that, after Intaea’s appointment as chief official, the shepherds’ office rose in status and its officials became more closely integrated into the administration of animals for cult activities.47

§4.3. The office for dead animals seems at all times to have been under the control of a different individual, someone who was responsible for archiving tablets also from other offices. Identifying them—Šarakam in Šulgi 45, Ur-niĝar from Šulgi 46 to 48, Naram-ilī from Šulgi 48 to Amar-Suen 2, Lugal-itida from Amar-Suen 3 to 9, and Babati from Amar-Suen 6 to well into the reign of Šu-Suen—is possible from their sealing of bullae. They all seem to have been prominent members of the higher echelons of society, with titles of considerable influence and authority. It is thought that they were directly appointed by the king to the directorship of Puzriš-Dagan’s livestock agency, and that their term of office was directly linked to the influence of the king himself.

§4.4. The administrators at Puzriš-Dagan were appointed to various different offices or positions. Some who held these posts had the title of scribe, while others held titles related to livestock management. Being appointed was sometimes determined by ancestry, and progression in one’s career was based on family connections. This was the case for the officials of the shepherds’ office and the office of the chief official; for the officials working at the disbursal office and the office for dead animals, family relations do not appear to have played any significant role. Prominent posts, such as the director of Puzriš-Dagan or the officials of the disbursal office, seem to have been filled for diplomatic reasons rather than based on family relationships. None of the directors of Puzriš-Dagan belonged to the same family, but rather all came from different, prominent families. The same is true for some of the officials of the disbursal office. Even so, their scribes may well have belonged to specific families, as was particularly obvious for the shepherds’ office.

45 For this office see Tsouparopoulou 2008b: chap. 9.
46 Intaea seems to have been an exception to this rule. Even though he does not appear to have had any ties with the families of the shepherd, he was one of the most prolific officials within the shepherds’ office. But it should be noted that we have virtually no information on his family. Two seals impressed on tablets from Girsu and Umma that have been thought of as belonging to Intaea, most possibly were not his and probably belong to individuals named Itaea (HLC 44, BAOM 2: 33, 80) or even I-tapa-e3 (MVN 12, 282).
47 That Intaea was moved from the shepherds’ office to the post of the chief official after Abba-saga is also puzzling since, as we have seen, most officials in the shepherds’ and the chief officials’ office were connected to families. His status, however, does not change the overall picture of career progression, since we do not yet have any crucial information about Intaea’s family.
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